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Smith finds enough space to ensure Arsenal’s revenge 
Full Text : 
COPYRIGHT 1989 The Times  
Byline: Stuart Jones, Football Correspondent  
Arsenal 1 Liverpoo1 0  
Alan Smith, who was spared the first half of the frenetic Littlewood's Cup third-
round tie, was the only man to find any space at or around Highbury last night 
nevertheless, he made use of it, scoring Arsenal's elated winner to gain revenge 
for Liverpool's victory at the same stage in last season's competition.  
The security arrangements, shaped like a ring of steel half a mile in diameter 
around the stadium, were not confined merely to the exterior. In spite of the 
absence of no fewer than four regular central defenders, the freedom of 
movement was heavily restricted on the pitch as well.  
Liverpool, without Gillespie, Hansen and Hysen as well as Nicol, deployed Molby 
as a sweeper in between Ablett and Watson. Venison and Burrows acted as 
orthodox full backs in a formation designed principally for self-preservation.  
Bould is still not available for Arsenal but their defence has not yet been broken 
so far this season at home. Although they entered the fixture carrying the 
worryingly fresh memory of defeats at Tottenham Hotspur and Everton they 
could afford to be more adventurous. But only marginally.  
The contrast between the European Cup tie featuring AC Milan and Real Madrid 
last week was unmistakably obvious. The Continent's leading clubs matched each 
other for neat and precise thoughts. England's, trapped in a typical tempest, were 
comparatively wild and purposeless.  
It was significant, for example, that Molby, the one foreigner on view, appeared 
to be performing in his own vacuum. He was so calm amid the ceaseless fury that 
everybody else, with a couple of exceptions, resembled headless chickens.  
Barnes fashioned one of Liverpool's few considered ideas but Houghton, after 
being put through by Rush, attempted to lift his shot over Lukic. His weak attempt 
barely reached the head of Arsenal's goalkeeper who stands at 6ft 4in.  
Grobbelaar, in one of his more eccentric moods, was stretched only by Quinn's 
header and by Ablett's back-pass in the first half. Before Smith was introduced 
after an hour, he should have been extended again by Quinn, Arsenal's spider of a 
centre forward, but his header from Merson's accurate cross was extravagantly 
wayward.  
Arsenal eventually found a way through, 10 minutes from the end. Dixon was the 
source, Quinn flicked it on and Smith, calling off the challenge of Molby, swept in 
his fourth goal of the season.  
George Graham, the victorious manager, felt that ``the secret word was desire. 
We pressed all night and got what we deserved.'' In finding a place among the last 
16, they have recovered from their two setbacks. Now it is the turn of Liverpool, 
the hosts of Sunday's televised show against Tottenham.  
ARSENAL: J Lukic; L Dixon, N Winterburn, M Thomas, D O'Leary, A Adams, D 
Rocastle, K Richardson, N Quinn, P Merson, M Hayes (sub: A Smith).  
LIVERPOOL: B Grobbelaar; A Watson, D Burrows, G Ablett, R Whelan, J Molby, R 
Houghton, B Venison, I Rush, J Barnes, S McMahon (sub: P Beardsley).  
Referee: A Gunn.  
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 


